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But there are some virtues who have developed something dormant in us called intuition. Intuition is your own guiding star. It 
is your own north pole which carries you to the destiny, happiness, excellence and pleasure. So tonight we are going to 
practice something to reach that something which is in us. So if we are ready let us sit in a state of comfort. I know flu is going 
on and everybody is coughing, let us make it convenient. Let us sit in our comfort as we choose. Now you want to go the short 
time and long hard way or you want to go long way and soft method, which way you choose? I just wanted to check it out how 
the opinions conflict. None of you said, "Teacher go the way you choose?" You see. I am just trying to tell you nobody has 
trusted anybody and no faith exists. Everybody has a choice. This is. The word has become choice when actually the fact is our 
insanity has left no choice for us. Our behavior has betrayed us and our own traumas have teared us up. These are some painful 
facts you have to understand. All right folks, (26:26) this is my hand and this is my one finger and please take your left finger 
and touch right here. Just this way it is an angle. If you do it this way it won't work. If you do it that way, it won't work. It has to 
be sixty degree angle and this finger should touch this and these two fingers should go up and (kriya 24 minutes) please close 

your eyes at the tip of your nose and hold the blue lagoon, that little 
line blue you will get by looking at the tip of the nose. Your finger. 
That is the beauty of kundalini yoga it is just an exact science. It is not 
more, not less it is. Now put it here and these are two fingers, don't 
stick these two here. Now put this straight and look at the tip of your 
nose please. And then you will find a blue lagoon underneath, hold 
that please very dearly. Lock your molars, teeth to teeth, molar to 
molar and press your tongue and your teeth against your upper 
palate as strongly, rhythmically you can do. It will work on your 
parathyroid. That is the only way you can stimulate your thyroid, 
parathyroid. Thyroid is automatic, parathyroid you have to 
stimulate. Press the upper plate and the tongue and the locked teeth 
and release it. It is just like moving the belly button or moving the 
navel point. Just do that, nothing else. Your jaws will be playing a 
role, your teeth will be playing a role, your tongue and your upper 
palate and hypothalamus will play a role, create your own rhythm, in 
your own tranquillity, please move. There is a very popular saying, 
you will like it, my love is forever, my love, follow it forever. That is 

within you. Just do it and get rid of your everlasting headaches, pain. Do it in such a rhythm that God may fall in love with you 
on your performance. Play that song for their health, every breath of mine. Play background. Just enjoy this, because we are 
dealing the unconscious, there is a possibility of some unknowledgeable odds. They can descend. Therefore there is no need of 
any fear. It is all in the subconscious. That is why we are playing this beautiful lyrics. So that your mind may not get into any 
kind of weirdness. You are cleaning the attic where seldom you go. And every family leftover is there. That is what you are 
going to do without lobotomy and skull surgery. It is a fun. You just watch these few little thing what they can do for you. It is 
amazing experience. You will go through this, stand by. Your neuron plate will start changing and your physical body will be 
going through a lot of muscular effects. It is a normal thing, don't worry, stay steady, on the course. Keep the impulse between 
the tongue and the upper palate and between the molars, three things are to play a role. Make the workshop of the three, 
upper palate and the tongue and the molars so rhythmical and so beautiful we may get the result now and forever. But by the 
way, whatever you are going through right now is going to be a permanent relief. There is no tiredness in life for achieving of 
excellence. Giving up is not a good idea, an escaping into a sleep is not awareness. Go to it, you are going to enter now an area 
of achievement so it is going to be a little hard. You have now time of trial. And this time of trial has to be triumph. There is 
nothing I can do. You almost show the same arcline and aura and the color is also at this time light blue. Majority of you have 
received the status and please don't break it, pull through it. What you are going through is real, it is a challenge. In some cases 
your body will hurt. In some your nerves will give up. In some cases you want to get out of it right this minute. But in majority 
of the case you will challenge and accept it and triumph. Giving is a great act of Godliness, giving up is true paradise. Come on, 
now stay with me. Use your will and use your courage and use yourself for this cause. Don't sleep, don't sleep, don't sleep. 
Wake up. It is Espanola. Stay with me, stay with me. There is a one thing in America I have learned, it is called solid state. 
Create a solid state. Achieve, achieve, achieve. These last four minutes the clock is going to move very slow and there is nothing 
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I can do about it. And body, your own body is going to irritate you like in hell and your rhythm may break, keep the rhythm. 
Keep on pressing the upper palate. Keep going. Come on stay with me, don't you love me. Steady, steady don't move. Steady, 
don't move your finger, don't move your body, hundred and twenty seconds be still. Conquer the body. Inhale deep and 
hold the ribcage and press the maximum with the tongue, the palate, pressurize the molar to the worst you can do. 
Breathe out. Inhale again deep, deep. We want to seal it, make your tongue as highest pressure point with the upper 
palate. Hold your molars tight and squeeze yourself to the maximum every fiber of you. All blood can run to the brain. 
Hurry up. Now let it go. Once more again. Breathe, breathe, breathe full and now squeeze at the count of sixteen let it go. 
Relax folks.  
You have made the day. Now very kindly talk as humans 

 
LECTURE 

Let us have the privilege to start the class.  It is a very special day.  Tuesday, full moon and Guru Nanak's birthday. 
Tonight I would like to talk to you something.  The fact of the statement is in United States. Today is a full moon, Guru Nanak's 
birthday. It always comes on a full moon. Fact of the matter is that sixty percent of all divorces are initiated by woman. Fact of 
the matter is fifty two marriages always end up in a divorce. Fact of the matter is that our economy requires four divorces to buy 
new stuff and exchange the economy and keep it going eternally. And we normally end up with two or three on an average. But 
if you understand sometimes, three people like the stars, what is her name? This is her eighth marriage now. They call her Liz. 
Liz has eighth marriage and some people have more than that. And one guy I know. Every two years I receive from him message 
to attend his marriage. I don't know how much it last and why it last that way. You may find it all abnormal that is why when we 
found out there is a divorce rate in 3HO we couldn't handle it. We started the woman training camp because we did a very good 
research. That in the world there is only one place. At the base of the Himalayas called Tri. Where there is never a divorce and 
husband and wife never fight and there is a record of three thousand years to it. So I was very interested to find it out and I found 
out in the Monsoon months, every woman with children will leave for parents house and they never come back until two months 
are over. So we started a woman training camp, eight weeks and because of certain environment pressure we have reduced it to 
five weeks but that has helped us a lot. That has give us a strength. That has kept our family life in a better way than we ever 
thought. So systematically what we have found out by our own study that woman does leave four weeks to be herself. So if she 
can take a beating for the next ten months in life. Normally work for every woman is she has to take care of the house, 
maintenance, government and everything, to take care of the children perfectly well, to create future children and citizens. She 
has to take care of husband and his habits. That is most important than anything else. Plus she has to do from laundry to 
sometimes painting the house. Catering to the entire civilization and keep the status, lie all the time about the goodness and 
kindness of the family and husband and his environments. To pretend drunk not when she is drunk, pretend happy when she is 
not happy and if you look at the woman of the modern day. Her existence is technically a total, absolutely, agreeable non 
existence. Now, we started Grace of God Movement of Woman in America. That did effect but we got such a lashback from the 
red light area and other vested interest that they ate us up everywhere. However in one way or the other we have survived. We 
are slow, steady, continuous, cautious, people. We do understand the strength and the spirit is infinite and there are two 
alternatives. Either you have mastery over life or you have misery over life. There is nothing in between. It is just a very 
ridiculous shadow which people present to you that your problem will be solved. Being a psychologist, being a counselor, being 
a minister, I have worked twenty five years and I have come to say something today which I never say. Because in couple of 
hundred years that is all you are going to know. The stem of the brain has three rotaries which are controlled by the pineal 
radiance or I should say technically radiation clockwise and anti clockwise and the pituitary the master gland commands the 
gland and this way the glands are the guardians of the health so you need vitality. If you have vitality you can stand pressure. 
When you don't have vitality you can't stand pressure. When you cannot stand pressure it breaks. The tragedy is that you cater to 
mood. Your moods run your life not the motto. We have a motto in life. We have a nucleus in life we must follow, not the 
moods. Moods come and go. Nobody can guarantee there is a mood or there is not going to be a mood. Moods are moods. But 
actions and reactions create a mood. Resurrection will create a purposeful motto. And motto for life is happiness, success, 
excellence. There are all together. Name of the one same place. Why there is a divorce, why there is a break in relationship. Why 
there is a diversion. Why we cannot tolerate. Why there is a tremendous amount of intolerance among us. Simple reason. You 
will call it insecurity. I will call it fear or phobia or you can call anything. Take any turn, aspirin is aspirin. Blend it any way, 
doesn't matter. What is which gave us a love and then give us a hatred. Gives us a devotion and then gives us a revolt. After all 
there is something in us which constantly eating on us and socially and society wise we are not in a position to deal with it. The 
world has become so small and the information and the news of the world has created such a pressure on the life of a man and a 
woman both that subconscious is not big enough to handle. You have to understand. We release one thousand thought by the 
intellect per wink of the eye. So how many thoughts and each thought has the capacity to become feeling, emotion, desire. You 
try to understand you are slave of that strategy. In the old world the maximum reach of a person was two hundred fifty miles. 



The language changes or dialect changes every twelve miles and hardly anybody has gone beyond that. When we have a 
horsepower we started moving and it was not that big too. Then we divided ourself, these are the Lords, divine right of the kings, 
and these are the subjects. Subjects have no value. But now everybody has a value. Everybody has a freedom. When everybody 
has a freedom actually nobody has a freedom. When everybody knows actually nobody knows. Today life is not dependent on 
somebody's wisdom, authority, money, or anything. Today life is based on dialogue. Who can talk sense to bring a mutual 
understanding. Life is based on mutuality, not on reality. My reality, your reality, my faith, your faith, my knowledge, your 
knowledge. My understanding, your understanding, can't conflict. There is absolutely no harm in that, that is the way it is. That 
is the way it will continue. That is what Nanak said, "Ek Ong Kar." Everybody is created as a one person. Don't mess up his 
oneness and think you are doing something. Let individual be the individual and let all  the individuality have the common 
mutual purpose. That is what he said, "Sat Sangat." That is what he said, the disciplined organization for a one motive, one 
motto, one matter and that one matter he said, "Anand", bliss. I want to be beautiful, I want to be bountiful and I want to be 
blissful. That was his statement which he pursues and lays out the path for it. Majority of the people find it very difficult to 
follow that path because that path is very simple. That path makes you person and a master of your own self. Now. If all the 
pressure of the world and the thoughts and the desires and the knowledge what you are talking about from pornographic to 
paragraphic, from geographic to super space, there is a one problem you all have to deal with it and that is called unconscious. 
There are certain thoughts in unconscious which get petrified and they becoming haunting thoughts to lead our life and on that 
rock all ships of the life have broken their hull. There is no logic psychologically we do not have the strength in logic to move 
the psyche. It just helps, it is an outlet. We do not have the strength or reason to believe each other and we do not have the 
lunatic oneness of the love that we can bear, tolerate and keep going. It is not true any more. After all parasympathetic nervous 
system is a subtle system and it cannot handle majority of the pressure and we do not meditate and the funniest part is nobody 
teaches anybody meditation. Actually spirituality has become a bizarre money making progressive business. Meditation is 
misunderstood. Meditation is self cleaning. Meditation is self involvement. Meditation is self purification. And to be very honest 
with you meditation is only a process with which you can maintain your own strength and you will not go berserk. 
Meditative mind can totally bring applied consciousness and absolutely fully well capable, mutual, consciousness and 
wisdom so you can make your life happy. And it is a system. The system of kundalini yoga is not to fly in the air and not 
to walk on the water and not to create miracles and not to be sexy and sexual and not to be rich and flamboyant, nothing, just 
to be wise, to accommodate every foolishness. To have a sixth sense to cut through every nonsense. To have vitality to face 
every villain and be virtuous to share with others a standard human love. Kundalini yoga is the yoga of a householder. It is a 
yoga of a common man. It is a yoga which saves us from all what we go through day by day. It is a daily reality of life. If a daily 
ledger by doing so we balance out ourself for the next day. It is not a religion. It is not a faith, it is not a belief. It is an art and 
science of human excellence. It is the yoga of awareness. I want to be aware of my faculties, my facilities and my facets. It is 
that I which must survive so that it can recognize the Thou and Thou must serve all. That is all God is about. Generate, organize 
and delivers. And what you cannot deliver, you will destroy. If marriage is institution, you cannot deliver you will destroy it. If 
love is institution you cannot deliver it you will destroy it. Anything in life which you cannot deliver, either it will destroy you or 
you will destroy it. That is why we have psychological term. What they call, passive aggressive, insane and sane and sympathy, 
apathy. You know these are the money making processes. It is like a puppet show. We make a puppet show. We make a puppet 
show to involve the person to draw his attention and we confuse him further so he can say everything and we can say all right. 
Your steam for today is done, so now the boiler can stand, it won't burst out. And this hodge-podge patchwork has become life. 
Life has become. Life is not simple, straight and with a smile. It is not conscious, continuous and contained. There is no 
contentment. There is absolutely no contentment. Contentment is the human birth, it is the human virtue. It is the power. 
Otherwise either you are imaginatively beggar or you are romantically beggar or you are personally a beggar and beggar we all 
are. "Pena santokh guru Nanak. Words are very beautiful. "Bina santokh neheh ko rajeh." Without contentment there is nobody a 
king, everybody is a beggar. And the story I told you, the story I told you the emperor Akbar, who was the emperor of the 
emperors. A simple Sufi went to him, he said, "I have come to ask you something." He said, "Now we are sitting in the court. 
You see me tomorrow in my palace. I will do everything what you want." He went there, everything was notified. He walked 
into it and he saw Akbar with two hands praying to Allah. He stood behind and gave him two slaps. Emperor looked and said, "I 
didn't do any wrong to you." He said, "You wasted my time you idiot. Allah I know personally, I could have asked him. You 
beggar you should not have promised me to come to your home. What is this? With Allah I can do things myself I don't need 
you." He said, "Well without Allah what do I have?" He said, "You have one thing you can do in your life. You can become 
little Allah, instead of big Allah. Be little kind to people, be little compassionate, have little tolerance." And that changed the 
entire life of Emperor Akbar, absolutely. Being a fanatic Muslim and a Mogul he started "Den Allah." The religion of God, the 
religion of the Infinite. So even in religion we fight, in reality we fight, in life we fight. Life actually technically speaking has 
become nothing but a battle of words, battle of desires, and the tragedy of this thing is we all want to control everybody. It is fine 
with me you control anybody. You must understand whosoever you control you have to maintain. Every prison costs more than 



 

normal Americans. You have to understand who you want to control. Control your consciousness if you want to control. Control 
your emotions, your feelings, your insecurities, control your unrealistic nature. Be kind to those, that is the path of Nanak, be 
kind to those who have never seen kindness. What is the idea to be very kind if when you meet a very rude and cruel person you 
become equally respondingly rude with him. What happened to your kindness, what happened to your training, your bigness of 
your appearance of your royalty or your sainthood is, to face the calamity as make it so small that as you know it all. That is 
wisdom. Now this petrified subconscious fear which the modern society and the environments have created is in us. So tonight 
in very humble way we are going to touch our inner being to see it out so we can have some relief. God save me from enemies. 
That is not the prayer these days. God save me my friends because they hassle me and take me to directions. That is also not the 
prayer of these days. God save me from myself, that is the real prayer. Today the prayer is God for Thy mercy and divinity, O 
Lord, for all the greatness of Thee oh my master, for greatness of all the beautiful, bountiful one, save me from my own curse. I 
mean that should be the prayer of the day. You have no enemies. You have enemy yourself. Within you sits your own enemy. As 

you downgrade yourself and insult yourself and cheapen yourself and you have given it a 
very technical name. I was depressed. I was drunk, I was down. These are your public 
expressions. Do you know what you are saying. I am slaughtering myself don't check me 
please and this insanity is taking a heavy toll and it shall take a very heavy toll. If people 
do not find happiness, disaster is not at a distance and there has to be way. The only way 
we can have happiness is if we are content. Only way we can be content if we can have 
vitality. If we have vitality we can reap the virtues. But tragedy of this time is Alice doesn't 
live here anymore. We are empty inside and all this facade and show, the love, the 
affection, the games, they do not take us anywhere. It is a known fact. All this drama, 
trauma, negotiations, doesn't mean a thing in life because everybody is playing it. But 
there are some virtues who have developed something dormant in us called intuition. 
Intuition is your own guiding star. It is your own north pole which carries you to the 
destiny, happiness, excellence and pleasure. So tonight we are going to practice 

something to reach that something which is in us. So if we are ready let us sit in a state of comfort. I know flu is going on and 
everybody is coughing, let us make it convenient. Let us sit in our comfort as we choose. Now you want to go the short time and 
long hard way or you want to go long way and soft method, which way you choose? I just wanted to check it out how the 
opinions conflict. None of you said, "Teacher go the way you choose?" You see. I am just trying to tell you nobody has trusted 
anybody and no faith exists. Everybody has a choice. This is. The word has become choice when actually the fact is our insanity 
has left no choice for us. Our behavior has betrayed us and our own traumas have teared us up. These are some painful facts you 
have to understand. All right folks, (26:26) this is my hand and this is my one finger and please take your left finger and touch 
right here. Just this way it is an angle. If you do it this way it won't work. If you do it that way, it won't work. It has to be sixty 
degree angle and this finger should touch this and these two fingers should go up and (kriya 24 minutes) please close your eyes 
at the tip of your nose and hold the blue lagoon, that little line blue you will get by looking at the tip of the nose. Your 
finger. That is the beauty of kundalini yoga it is just an exact science. It is not more, not less it is. Now put it here and these are 
two fingers, don't stick these two here. Now put this straight and look at the tip of your nose please. And then you will 
find a blue lagoon underneath, hold that please very dearly. Lock your molars, teeth to teeth, molar to molar and press 
your tongue and your teeth against your upper palate as strongly, rhythmically you can do. It will work on your 
parathyroid. That is the only way you can stimulate your thyroid, parathyroid. Thyroid is automatic, parathyroid you 
have to stimulate. Press the upper plate and the tongue and the locked teeth and release it. It is just like moving the belly 
button or moving the navel point. Just do that, nothing else. Your jaws will be playing a role, your teeth will be playing a 
role, your tongue and your upper palate and hypothalamus will play a role, create your own rhythm, in your own 
tranquillity, please move. There is a very popular saying, you will like it, my love is forever, my love, follow it forever. 
That is within you. Just do it and get rid of your everlasting headaches, pain. Do it in such a rhythm that God may fall in love 
with you on your performance. Play that song for their health, every breath of mine. Play background. Just enjoy this, because 
we are dealing the unconscious, there is a possibility of some unknowledgeable odds. They can descend. Therefore there is no 
need of any fear. It is all in the subconscious. That is why we are playing this beautiful lyrics. So that your mind may not get into 
any kind of weirdness. You are cleaning the attic where seldom you go. And every family leftover is there. That is what you are 
going to do without lobotomy and skull surgery. It is a fun. You just watch these few little thing what they can do for you. It is 
amazing experience. You will go through this, stand by. Your neuron plate will start changing and your physical body will be 
going through a lot of muscular effects. It is a normal thing, don't worry, stay steady, on the course. Keep the impulse between 
the tongue and the upper palate and between the molars, three things are to play a role. Make the workshop of the three, 
upper palate and the tongue and the molars so rhythmical and so beautiful we may get the result now and forever. But by the 
way, whatever you are going through right now is going to be a permanent relief. There is no tiredness in life for achieving of 



excellence. Giving up is not a good idea, an escaping into a sleep is not awareness. Go to it, you are going to enter now an area 
of achievement so it is going to be a little hard. You have now time of trial. And this time of trial has to be triumph. There is 
nothing I can do. You almost show the same arcline and aura and the color is also at this time light blue. Majority of you have 
received the status and please don't break it, pull through it. What you are going through is real, it is a challenge. In some cases 
your body will hurt. In some your nerves will give up. In some cases you want to get out of it right this minute. But in majority 
of the case you will challenge and accept it and triumph. Giving is a great act of Godliness, giving up is true paradise. Come on, 
now stay with me. Use your will and use your courage and use yourself for this cause. Don't sleep, don't sleep, don't sleep. 
Wake up. It is Espanola. Stay with me, stay with me. There is a one thing in America I have learned, it is called solid state. 
Create a solid state. Achieve, achieve, achieve. These last four minutes the clock is going to move very slow and there is nothing 
I can do about it. And body, your own body is going to irritate you like in hell and your rhythm may break, keep the rhythm. 
Keep on pressing the upper palate. Keep going. Come on stay with me, don't you love me. Steady, steady don't move. Steady, 
don't move your finger, don't move your body, hundred and twenty seconds be still. Conquer the body. Inhale deep and 
hold the ribcage and press the maximum with the tongue, the palate, pressurize the molar to the worst you can do. 
Breathe out. Inhale again deep, deep. We want to seal it, make your tongue as highest pressure point with the upper 
palate. Hold your molars tight and squeeze yourself to the maximum every fiber of you. All blood can run to the brain. 
Hurry up. Now let it go. Once more again. Breathe, breathe, breathe full and now squeeze at the count of sixteen let it go. 
Relax folks.  
You have made the day. Now very kindly talk as humans. Gossip about the last movie you saw and some earthly things, 
forget about the heavens, hurry up. 
 
 
 
 
  


